John McDouall Stuart

EXPLORATION 1858-1862

- 1839 – Arrived in Adelaide
- 1844 – With Captain Charles Sturt
- 1858 - First Expedition
- 1859 – Second Expedition
- 1860 – Third Expedition
- 1860 – Fourth Expedition
Chambers Pillar

Stuart’s Centre of Australia?
Mt Leichhardt

- Trig Station
- NT Fire Radio Aerial
Bean Tree

Attack Creek
Kekwick Pond

Exploration 1858-1862

- 1861 – Fifth Expedition
- 1862 - Sixth Expedition – Reaches North Coast of Australia – East of Darwin
- 1866 – Stuart Dies Age 50
- 1870-1872 – Telegraph line constructed to Darwin
- 1872 – Telegraph Line Joined at Central Mt Stuart
- 1883 – Stuarts Marked Tree found on Northern Coast.
Telegraph Line

Adelaide to Darwin Railway
Stuart Highway